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My passion for design and engineering began while
I was stationed in Pearl Harbor, Hawai’i. Some latenight talks with a friend turned into brainstorming
sessions: those in turn became plans for products,
patent research, and basic prototypes. However, we
often found ourselves with no idea of how to create
a housing, what aesthetics should and should not be
considered, or how to analyze our products for the
demand they would be under.
In 2014, I decided to come back to school to learn
about everything related to Product Design and
Development. Since then I have found answers, but I
have also discovered many more questions.
I am seeking the expertise of skilled engineers and
designers to mentor me while I provide exciting
ideas, starting from initial concepts to packaging and
manufacturing, under the umbrella of your company.
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B I OGRAPHY

| Chilean | South Carolinian | Veteran |

MINI-RESUME

California Polytechnic State University
Major | Mechanical Engineering
GPA | 3.1
Minor | Industrial Technology
Expected Graduation | Spring 2019
Relevant Coursework | Product Design And Development, Philosophy
of Design, Technical Writing, Graphics Modeling, Materials, Measurement
and Data Analysis, Manufacturing Removal, Net Shape, Thermodynamics,
Fluids, Electronics, Design for Strength and Stiffness

Planned Coursework (Spring ‘18 - Spring ‘19) | Senior Project
Packaging Fundamentals, Needfinding In New Product Design, Additive
Manufacturing, Engineering Economics, Lean Six Sigma, Entrepenuership,
Materials Joining, Heat Transfer

Leadership | Student Veterans Organization - Vice President
Experience | Information Systems Technician, US Navy (5 Years)
Programs & Equipment | Solidworks, AutoCAD, Word, Excel,
Powerpoint, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Keyshot, Leblond Engine
Lathe, Kent Vertical Mill, Universal VLS6.60 Laser Cutter

Hobbies | Graphic Design, Sketching, Photography, Baseball
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LEVO Pulley Carabiner
ITP 326 | PRODUCT DESIGN
Brief | Team of four interdisciplinary
students assigned to identify a market
need and produce a prototype within
10 weeks in one of three product
arenas: lighting, camping, home
organization. Arena chosen was
camping with a subcategory of sport
hammocking.
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DESIGN APPROACH
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FINAL DESIGN
1 | Profile of the carabiner is shaped in a manner
which directs the suspension straps into a pocket
in the top right corner. This ensures loading occurs
along the major axis of the carabiner where the
strength is maximum.
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2 | Neodymium magnets on either side of the
carabiners allow for easy storage and reduces chance
of having an incomplete set. Team also conceptulized
the ability to add LED lights that attached to
magnets for night hammocking.
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3 | Cleat at the hammock side of the setup is used to
easily secure the paracord after final adjustments are
made to the height and hang angle.
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4 | Double pulley system on both sets of carabiners
allow for easy adjustment while in the hammock, up
to an estimated 200 lbs (single person hammock).
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PROJECT RESULTS
The final design of the LEVO pulley system
is a set of four (two cleated and two not)
carabiners made of heat treated aluminum.
The LEVO system allows for users to set up
their hammocks without the need to exit
and readjust their hammocks. Users can
adjust height and hang angle all while still
inside of their hammocks until the optimal
position is reached.
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PROJECT TAKEWAY
This was my first “real” design project, and as the sole mechanical
engineering student on the team and project lead, it was critical
for me to use my experiences and knowledge from other classes to
create concept designs, iterate on those designs, test rudimentary
prototypes, create CAD models, and produce visual prototypes. This
project reinforced my desire to become a Product Design Engineer.
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FOCUS Solar Concentrator
ME 328 | DESIGN FOR
STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS
Brief | Team of three assigned to design a
support structure for a solar concentrator
that connects in only five locations, and
is capable of displacing the rim + 20
mm normal to the surface of the dish
while producing no in-plane forces in the
fiberglass dish in three weeks. Support
structure must use materials available
in a developing nation and must be able
to be manufactured in a small shop
environment.
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FINAL DESIGN
1 | Center Bracket Assembly is interconnected
betweeen several sections to make repairs or
modifications efficient.

2 | Three complete structures can be cut into
one 4’ x 8’ sheet of plywood, which can also
be sourced in country, keeping complete cost
below $80 for each structure. All sections can
be shaped using only hand tools without the
need for electricity compared to expensive
metal tubing that requires welding equipment
to create the structure.
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3 | Rollers at the ends of each arm create only
normal forces in the dish.
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4 | Turnbuckles anchored at the center of the
dish allow for easy access to adjustments.
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PROJECT RESULTS
The final design for the FOCUS solar
concentrator uses plywood for its structure
to maintain low cost and manufacturability
in a developing country. The structure
creates displacement at the attachment
points while adhering to the “normal forces
only” requirement. The structure is also
collapsible for storage during inclement
weather and individual sections allow for
easy assembly and repair.
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PROJECT TAKEWAY
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This project focused on the forces within the structure, the load cases that the support
structure might experience, and introduced us to finite element analysis. Using knowledge of
buckling and bending failure modes helped us to determine the best design for this structure
with those load cases. This project required us to use easily sourced materials, which caused
us to explore the uncommon properties of those materials and how they affect our design.
The three week timeframe for completion of this project also pushed our team to adhere to
strict time management and quick decision making.
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